
   

 

  

Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) can be used as an 
instrument to incentivize entrepreneurs to innovate, 
and to disseminate innovations and knowledge across 
borders. It’s argued that they give rise to domestic 
industries, increase the level of Foreign Direct 
Investments (FDI), and allow better access to 
information and technologies. By real supporters IPRs 
are seen as the key for innovation and economic 
growth. However, not all theories state that IPR 
enforcement impels innovations. Especially the effect 
of IPR enforcement in developing countries remains 
ambiguous.  

Graham Dutfield, Professor International Governance 
at the School of Law, Leeds University, who was this 
month´s guest speaker of the Society for International 
Development , has a pretty clear stance on this 
matter. He argues that strong enforcement of IPRs is 
rather detrimental for local development in 
developing countries. IPR protection, instead, favors 
developed countries and transnational corporation, 
because they will be presented the opportunity to 
extend their market and earn larger rents.  

The question that surfaces is whether such rights can 
be used in an appropriate manner; in a way the lesser 
developed countries can benefit from them. Dutfield 
argues that there is no universal blue print that can be 
implemented and guarantees a success story. Each 
country is different and requires a different approach. 
But in general, he continues, an underdeveloped 
country should have poor enforcement of IPRs, and as 
it gets more developed it should strengthen its 
enforcement.  
 He points out that countries tend to glamour 
for strong patents once they have an industry to 
protect. With the Agreement of Trade Related Aspects 
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), however, lesser 
developing countries do not have the power to 
enforce the protection of such rights on their own 
pace of development. This agreement sets down  
 

minimum standard of the protection of intellectual 
property, and has obligatory been applied by all WTO 
member states.  
 We learn by imitating and copying, Dutfield 
argues, and that also counts for developing countries. 
If they imitate a DVD player they learn from it, and 
that gives them the ability to grow. Intellectual piracy 
shouldn’t, therefore, simply be considered as a bad 
thing.  

The by the WTO administered TRIPS agreement can 
also easily be misused by those benefitting from more 
power. Some MNEs, for example, have obtained 
information from indigenous tribes regarding the use 
of certain medicinal plants, and have taken it into 
their labs and formed it into a pill or other form of 
extraction and then acquired a patent over it.  
 Why is it problematic for indigenous tribes to 
acquire a patent over their indigenous bicultural 
heritage (IBCH)? First of all, it’s very expensive. 
Second, it requires that only one person is being 
assigned, not a community as a whole. Third, it needs 
to be novel. Knowledge that is being passed on from 
generation on generation isn’t novel because its 
origins are lost in the fog of time, and can therefore 
not be patented. Taking a medicinal plant to the lab, 
however, and form it into a pill, is, on the other hand, 
something original, and therefore passes the 
patentable requirements.  

It’s therefore very hard for local communities 
and indigenous tribes in lesser developed countries to 
protect their knowledge. They are fighting a fight in 
which the opponent (the West) has structured the 
rules of the game.  
 Dutfield names one example of a group of 
indigenous communities that has successfully 
managed to maintain power in their own hands. He 
mentioned Pargue de la Papa in Peru. A Potato Park 
that is created by six Quechua communities and 
whom focuses on the protection and preserving of 
their IBCH. In collaboration with the International 
Potato Center (CIP) they patented local knowledge 
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and kept IPRs under local control. The IPC is an 
independent organization that partners up with local 
communities and assists them with R&D projects, 
capacity building, and the IP related aspects.  

From the audience, the question was raised whether 
something else will eventually replace the TRIPS 
agreement? No clear answer was given. But 
interestingly enough Dutfield does point out that the 
there are some countries whom have learned to twist 
the rules of the game into their own advantage. In 
another interview for the IP Watch, Dutfield said, “the 
rhetoric from Washington is that China, India and 
Brazil are the axis of IP evil”. They are claimed to 
belong to the axis of IP evil because they are arguable 
misusing IPRs: ripping off and stealing ideas in a 
globalized world. Those countries are also becoming 
big players in international patenting. China, for 
example, is now patenting enormously within US 
territory. 

Bearing this in mind, Dutfield argues that it 
might be the case that the West will eventually fall out 
of love with their tool for innovative domination. 
When that happens, chances are that the TRIPS 
agreement will be replaced by something else.  

A new model will hopefully also favor the less 
powerful ones: one that provides developing 
countries and indigenous tribes with opportunities, 
and not let them face yet another threat of 
globalization.  
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